INTRODUCTION

Aziz Huq*

The following papers provide divergent perspectives on a concept that is and will likely remain “essentially contested”: immigrant assimilation in American society. To be properly termed “essentially contested,” a concept must have “a combination of normativity and complexity: only normative concepts with a certain internal complexity are capable of being essentially contested.”¹ “Immigrant assimilation,” the idea explored in this symposium, contains contradictory currents of welcome, of adaptation, of conformity, of inclusion, and of loss. All these ideas have normative strands. Capable of elaboration from any number of distinct and distinctively valued starting points, assimilation holds “contestation at the core, not just at the borders or penumbra.”² Any clear formulation of “assimilation,” as a consequence, is elusive, even perhaps misleading. For “essentially contested concepts . . . are present to us only in the form of contestation about what the ideal really is.”³

This symposium, therefore, is as much illustration as resolution of how public (and legal) debate on immigration is a site where different normative accounts of “assimilation” and national belonging compete. Since concerns with immigration push kudzu-like into fields as diverse as criminal law, education law, administrative law, and employment law, these other fields of law have also become fraught loci for loud debate on the terms and conditions of national belonging.

The historical case for seeing immigration law as a vehicle for larger normative contestation was most recently made by Mae Ngai. She recounts the passage and history of the 1924 Johnson-Reed Immigration Act and the forty-year regime of quotas that followed, which together marked the end of historically unrestricted migration from
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Europe. Ngai marshals considerable evidence for the proposition that “the line between alien and citizen is soft” and “illegal alienage is not a natural or a fixed condition but the product of positive law; it is contingent and at times unstable.” Opening her narrative, she shows how the 1924 federal legislation emerged at the confluence of “scientific” racialism, foreign policy imperatives, and “contemporary prejudices among white Protestant Americans from northern European backgrounds and their desire to maintain political and social dominance.”

Not that the confluence of race politics and immigration is unique to an American context. As Saskia Sassen has argued persuasively, migration policies in Europe since the turn of the twentieth century have also been marked by a “dynamic of racialization” all too visible again today in debates there about women veiling and the integration of Muslim minorities.

Past is also prologue. Today’s immigration debates coalesce in part around heated and seemingly interminable debates about matters of relatively straightforward fact. But beneath these factual debates about wage competition, remittances, and crime, one catches glimpses of broader social anxieties.

Consider the straightforward question whether net immigration to the United States benefits U.S. citizens purely in terms of wages. Easy to formulate as an empirical inquiry, the question yields widely varying responses about whether migration depresses or elevates wages within the citizen population.

Widening the lens, there are even more nettlesome questions about the exact economic consequences on sending states of immigration to the United States. While gains in remittances are celebrated by some, the drain on trained professionals in sending states is deplored
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by others.\textsuperscript{11} These debates seem fraught beyond what factual dispute would warrant. They hint at larger uncertainty about economic security.

Immigration debates furthermore must be set against what Jonathan Simon calls “technologies of exile”—which includes not only deportation, but also mass incarceration and a rise in gated communities, employee dismissals, and even school suspensions.\textsuperscript{12} Such policies play to public self-identification as victims, and to politicians’ ability to assuage fear though punitive control mechanisms.\textsuperscript{13} Public fears regarding immigration and crime have long coalesced around well-known criminal gangs reputedly composed in large part of recent immigrants.\textsuperscript{14} A recent study of Chicago’s racial and ethnic disparities, however, suggested that a significant immigrant presence in a neighborhood yields lower odds of violence.\textsuperscript{15} The same data set also suggests that certain second-generation immigrants have higher rates of criminal activity.\textsuperscript{16}

Yet empirical data are unlikely to settle a debate so long so anchored in the larger conception of the public as collective victim. Factual resolution thus attends elusive normative agreement. Given the complexity of most empirical inquiries into migration’s consequences, therefore, each side in the debate has some incentive to assail factual conclusions favoring the other side, generating rolling disputes that look empirical but that are in fact normative. It thus seems feasible to hypothesize that such debates, or ones like them, will persist as facts continue to be pressed into the service of normative agendas.
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Immigration also taps into larger concerns about the bounds of the liberal polity. For example, a normative issue largely unaddressed by this symposium is the link between ideas of immigration assimilation and notions of political community, an idea that Bonnie Honig carefully explores. Starting from the observation that migrants are held up as models of industry and Horatio Alger-esque material achievement, Honig observed that immigrant political activity, by contrast, has been historically regarded with suspicion or worse. This tension between material and political mobilization, Honig argues “comes right out of America’s fundamental liberal commitments, which map a normatively and (still) materially privileged national citizenship onto an idealized trajectory to membership.” The “problems” with foreigners, in short, are a mirror of American liberal thinkers’ own anxieties about the relation between political apathy and pleonexia.

All these liberal anxieties now are deepened and complicated by “the American ideology of a republic simultaneously exceptional and universal; unique in the good fortune of its institutions and endowments, and exemplary in the power of its radiation and attraction.” For obvious reasons, the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, intensified anxieties about immigration, provoking, not for the first time, “a terrible moral crisis . . . threatening the nation” via vectors of migrating bodies. At the same time, the attacks’ genealogy is impossible to disentangle from past projections of American power and ideology, or the subsequent fact of America’s manifestly (if not successful) imperial presence in far-flung pockets of the globe. In almost literal ways, “the bodies of the historically produced minorities . . . allow[ed] fears of the global to be embodied within [them] . . . when
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specific situations became overcharged with anxiety.”22 Most clearly, this manifested as a post-September 11th wave of hate crimes against individuals perceived as alien.23 Less obviously, September 11th accelerated the overlap between criminal and immigration regulatory regimes.24

If ideas about assimilation or the optimal regulation of immigration cannot be untangled from normative concerns about fear, crime, and security (economic and national), we might be especially suspect of claims that immigration law embodies a set of immutable “American” values, or that traditions of immigration necessarily warrant special respect. Values change. Tradition is what we make of it.25 It is precisely the burden of immigration law to house the conflicting strands of American debates on who belongs, and how they belong, in this specific society. The content of immigration law and the brute fact of its legality are only beginnings of a discussion, not closing gestures. And historical accounts of American openness, or of an exceptional American character, are of limited use in understanding the direction and account of contemporary debates.

Essentially contested concepts such as immigration assimilation, in short, precipitate into fierce factual and legal doctrinal disputes that are illuminated periodically by the subterranean normative fissures at stake. In the teeth of such complexity, no journal symposium, even one bringing to bear the large disciplinary toolkit of the legal academy or the manifold talents of the participants assembled here by the *Journal of Legislation and Public Policy*, could do justice to the irresolvable complexity of this debate. Nor could it, by definition, settle that debate.

The following essays focus on one aspect of the debate: how the project of “governmentalization” occurs in schools, prisons, court-
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rooms, and bureaucracies through a “set of rationally manipulable instruments for reaching large sections of the inhabitants of a country as the targets of [government] ‘policies’—economic policy, administrative policy, law, and even political mobilization.”

Contests over “assimilation” are no less fraught in these theaters than in the larger discursive public domain. The stakes are no less. Governmentalization involves the imposition of coercive state power to practices that were not previously subject to regulation. The essays thus shed important clarificatory light on one aspect of a debate that all too often runs muddy and eddied, and that likely will endure as long as the Republic does.